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Background – Legendary Battleship: 

The detailed design work for the Bismarck class battleships began in 1935.  The Anglo-German Naval 

Treaty of 1935 allowed Germany to resume battleship construction, as long as they adhered to existing 

international agreements.  In response to the new French ships of the Richelieu class, the design 

specifications were set for a standard displacement of 35,000 tons, eight 15in guns fitted in four twin 

turrets, a steam power plant capable of 30 knots, and protection to resist 15in shell hits from 20,000 to 

30,000yds.   

The 15in/47 was capable of ranging out to 40,000yds and was developed from the 15in/47 fitted to the 

Bayern class of World War One.  Its performance was marred by a high muzzle velocity of 2,952ft/sec 

which resulted in relatively flatter shell trajectories and by the maximum 300 elevation provided by the 

turrets.  This was adequate for the sea conditions expected in the North Sea, but not enough to allow for 

the heavier rolling experienced in the Atlantic.      

As a result, while the first salvo was very accurate, accuracy diminished with subsequent salvos.  Thanks 

to excellent stereoscopic rangefinders this wasn’t as readily apparent as it might have been but at longer 

ranges accuracy would have suffered in comparison to other guns.  The turrets were named from 

forward to aft:  Anton, Bruno, Caesar, and Dora. 

The secondary armament was the 5.9in gun mounted in twin turrets, three per side.  This gun was only 

for engaging surface targets, although it could be used in a long-range barrage fire role against aircraft.   
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The twin 4.1in gun was the main AA weapon and eight were fitted.  The mount was not enclosed and 

consequently suffered from electrical problems due to water coming aboard – the crews were also 

exposed to strafing attack, cold, and blast pressure when the main or secondary guns were fired.   

Bismarck also carried eight twin 37mm mounts, 20 single 20mm, and 2 quad 20mm. 

The main side belt was 12.6in thick and extended from Anton barbette forward to Dora barbette aft, 

from the middle platform deck to the battery deck  The belt thinned to 3.14in aft of Dora to the steering 

gear compartment aft, and 2.4in forward of Anton to the bow.  Above the main side belt was another 

belt of 5.7in which extended from the battery deck to upper deck and was designed to resist cruiser and 

destroyer fire at the short ranges to be expected in the North Sea.   

The weight of armour in the upper belt and the forward extension could have been better used to 

thicken the main side belt, the ‘all or nothing’ armour scheme which concentrated all armour amidships 

in a central citadel over the vital machinery, magazine, and communication spaces.   

The thin upper belt was of no use against large calibre gunfire.  The forward extension was in response 

to the damage suffered by the World War One battlecruiser Lützow which was lost at Jutland in 1916 

after a shell hit in the unprotected forward portion of the ship resulted in uncontrollable flooding. This 

overlooked the actual cause of Lützow’s demise which was the presence of large compartments outside 

of the main armoured citadel.   

Horizontal protection was split over two decks:  the upper deck was 1.97in thick above an armoured 

deck of 3.74in.  The concept was that a shell striking the upper deck would initiate the fuse and cause it 

to burst before hitting the principal armoured deck.  War experience would show that a single heavily 

armoured deck was much more effective at long ranges as a plunging shell could have easily pierced 

both decks; 1,000 pound bombs could also go right through both decks.  All of the armour plate was 

manufactured by Krupp, which estimated that the armour was 25% more effective than similar 

thicknesses used in World War One.   

As a matter of comparison, the King George V class had a main belt 15in thick and a single armoured 

deck of 6in thickness, resulting in a much better protected ship.   

The anti-torpedo defence consisted of an outboard void space with an oil tank space inboard backed by 

a 2.1in torpedo bulkhead extending from Anton barbette to Dora barbette.  This was a very sound 

system, the only issue being the reduced width of the outboard void space abreast the machinery 

spaces. 

The propulsion plant consisted of 12 boilers in six compartments, and 3 turbines in three compartments 

abreast, one turbine set for each propeller shaft; twin rudders were fitted.  Total designed horsepower 

was 138,000 SHP good for 29.5 knots; Bismarck attained 30.12 knots at an overload of 150,000 SHP on 

trials.  
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The hull was 90% welded and featured extensive sub-division in addition to the armour protection 

systems.  The maximum draft had to be less than 33ft in order for the ship to use the Kiel Canal which 

resulted in a very wide beam of 118ft which happily made the ship a more stable gun platform. 

Launched with a straight bow, Bismarck was fitted with the flared and raked Atlantic bow after 

experience with the battlecruiser Gneisenau.  The ship came out overweight with a standard 

displacement of 41,673 tons and a full load displacement of 50,129 tons which made Bismarck and her 

sister Tirpitz the heaviest dreadnoughts ever constructed in Europe.  

Design work for Bismarck was completed in November 1935 and the ship was laid down at Blohm & 

Voss in Hamburg on July 1, 1936.  She was launched on February 14, 1939 and commissioned on August 

24, 1940.     

After an extensive work-up period in the Baltic which lasted until May 1941, Bismarck was declared 

operational and readied for a commerce raiding sortie into the Atlantic, Operation Rheinübung (‘Rhine 

Exercise’) under the command of Admiral Lütjens.  This would be her one and only operational cruise 

and would result in one of the most dramatic sea chases in history.  

Bismarck left Gotenhafen (Gdynia) at 0200 on 19 May and rendezvoused with the heavy cruiser Prinz 

Eugen and destroyers Hans Lody, Friedrich Eckholdt, and Z23 off Cape Arkona on the northern German 

Baltic coast later that day for passage through the Kattegat and Skagerrak en-route to the Atlantic.  

Reported by the Swedish cruiser Gotland and by coast watchers near Kristiansand on May 20, the 

German squadron slipped into Grimstadfjord at Bergen early on May 21.  While there, her distinctive 

Baltic camouflage was painted out, leaving just the false bow wave.  Prinz Eugen took the opportunity to 

re-fuel.  Unknown to the Germans, a photo-reconnaissance Spitfire despatched to Bergen on the basis 

of the sighting reports photographed the German squadron there in mid-afternoon.  

 

The German squadron was underway again by 2000 that same evening not giving Bismarck enough time 

to also refuel; the destroyers were detached early on May 22 to return to Trondheim.  Bismarck and 

Prinz Eugen upped speed to 24 and then to 27 knots and headed for the Denmark Strait, foregoing a 

planned fueling rendezvous at sea with the tanker Weissenburg.    

 

Upon receipt of the Spitfire’s photos, Admiral Tovey (CinC Home Fleet) began to deploy his heavy forces.  

HMS Hood, HMS Prince of Wales, and 6 destroyers under the command of Vice Admiral Holland cleared 

the Hoxa boom in Scapa Flow by midnight on May 21 en-route to the southern exit of the Denmark 

Strait, now assessed as the most likely route the German ships would take to the open Atlantic.  

 

On May 22 after visual confirmation from a very perilous RAF overflight of Grimstadfjord that the 

German squadron had left, Admiral Tovey sailed from Scapa Flow aboard King George V with the carrier 

Victorious, cruisers Galatea, Hermione, Kenya, Aurora, and 6 destroyers at 2215 that night, bound for 

the waters south of Iceland; the battlecruiser Repulse was ordered to rendezvous with him the next day.  
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At 1821 on May 23, the German ships encountered the pack ice extending eastwards from Greenland 

and altered course to the south-west to enter the Denmark Strait.  At 1922, the cruiser HMS Suffolk on 

patrol in the northern reaches of the strait made contact with Bismarck and Prinz Eugen; an hour later 

the cruiser HMS Norfolk also made contact, coming under accurate fire after emerging from a fog bank 

less than 10,000yds from the German squadron.  The blast from her own guns disabled Bismarck’s 

forward radar; she dropped behind Prinz Eugen to allow her to lead with her still operable radar; Norfolk 

was not hit.  

The British cruisers maintained contact with the German ships using the radar aboard Suffolk; contact 

was briefly lost just after midnight for two hours but was regained by 0230 on May 24.  The German 

ships proceeded steadily on their course for the Atlantic at 27 knots, hoping to shake off their pursuers 

once clear of the strait.  Unknown to the Germans, Hood and Prince of Wales were moving to intercept, 

being less than 100 miles distant at midnight and ideally placed to intercept at a right angle to the 

German’s course.  

 

The two hour loss of contact had the unfortunate result of causing Admiral Holland aboard Hood to 

order a course change to due north in case the German ships had turned back for Norway.  When 

contact was regained, Hood and Prince of Wales were out of position and the new intercept course 

placed them nearly abeam the speeding German ships and only gradually overhauling them on a nearly 

parallel course.   

 

At 0535 on the morning of May 24, Prinz Eugen picked up the sounds of heavy ships on her hydrophones 

and ten minutes later smoke was sighted on the port beam as Hood and Prince of Wales turned sharply 

towards the German ships in order to attack.  At 0552 HMS Hood opened fire on the leading Prinz 

Eugen, followed a minute later by Prince of Wales on the trailing Bismarck. The German ships held on for 

several minutes before Prinz Eugen opened at 0555 followed by Bismarck at 0556; both ships targeting 

HMS Hood.   

By then, Bismarck had already been hit once by Prince of Wales and was hit twice more in the next four 

minutes.  Prinz Eugen scored a hit on Hood’s boat deck with her second salvo at 0557 which detonated 

amongst the ready-use 4in, UP, and pom-pom ammunition, starting a very bad fire.  In contrast, 

Bismarck made no hits with her first 4 salvoes.  Hood switched targets to Bismarck but had made no hits, 

the exploding ammunition continuing to feed the raging boat deck fire.    

Bismarck’s lack of success changed radically with her fifth salvo at 0600, at least one shell of which 

penetrated to Hood’s after 4in powder magazine and detonated.  This set off the powder charges 

stowed there and the magazine exploded violently, venting into the adjacent 15in powder magazine 

which erupted in a massive explosion sending flame and smoke hundreds of feet into the air through 

which large parts of the ship could be seen hurtling skyward: the after 15in turrets, mainmast, boats, 

and thousands of smaller pieces.  Her back broken at a speed approaching 30 knots, HMS Hood was 

literally blown to pieces; she was totally gone in less than two minutes leaving behind a towering 

column of smoke and only 3 survivors from a ship’s company of over 1,400.   
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To the horrified observers aboard Prince of Wales and the stunned onlookers aboard the German ships 

it was a scene from Armageddon, a frightening reminder of how frail the seemingly invincible 

battleships really were.  The world’s largest and most famous warship reduced to fragments in less than 

10 minutes of battle.  

With Hood gone, both Bismarck and Prinz Eugen were free to switch targets to the Prince of Wales, now 

frantically manoeuvering to avoid Hood’s wreckage. Prince of Wales was hit by three 15in and four 8in 

shells in the next 11 minutes before dis-engaging behind a smoke screen at 0613 with heavy damage 

and ‘A’ and ‘Y’ turrets jammed. The German ships ceased fire and resumed their southwesterly course. 

Much is made of Bismarck’s accurate gunfire in this battle, but Prince of Wales was actually the better 

shooting ship.  Brand new and still working up with gun turrets not fully functional, she scored her first 

hit after only 3 minutes, the fully worked-up and superbly trained crew of Bismarck took 4 minutes to 

score their first hit on Hood.  Prince of Wales fired a total of 55 shells with 3 hits, a shooting percentage 

of 5.6%; Bismarck obtained 4 definite hits from 93 shells fired for 4.3%.  It is also interesting to note that 

only one of the 15in hits on Prince of Wales detonated (and only partially).  HMS Hood was extremely 

unlucky to be hit in a magazine space by a 15in shell that actually detonated – a combined very low 

order of probability and ironically about the same assessed probability (2%) that a torpedo hit would 

manage to disable Bismarck’s rudders – exactly what would happen two days hence.   

Prinz Eugen had suffered no damage in the brief fight; Bismarck had been hit three times by Prince of 

Wales.  The first hit went through the forecastle just above the waterline without detonating, but 

leaving large holes which caused extensive flooding of the two foremost compartments and damaging 

the fuel manifolds isolating 1,000 tons of fuel oil.  The second hit was on one of the boats stowed above 

the amidships hangar, destroying it and damaging the catapult mechanism before carrying on without 

exploding.  The third was a diving shell that fell short and penetrated amidships under the armour belt 

and exploded against the torpedo bulkhead, causing flooding in the wing compartments, the forward 

port side generator and power station compartment and cracked the bulkhead into No.2 port boiler 

room causing minor flooding.  Speed had to be reduced to due to the flooding forward.  Of greater 

concern, after accounting for fuel already burned and the suddenly unavailable fuel in the forward 

tanks, available fuel was down to 3,300 tons; enough for 2,000 miles at 30 knots.  Not refueling in 

Norway suddenly loomed large as a major tactical error.   

Still being trailed by Suffolk and Norfolk and the damaged Prince of Wales, Admiral Lütjens decided to 

detach Prinz Eugen to continue the raiding mission, while Bismarck made for France for repair; a 

decision no doubt made more imperative due to the fuel situation.  Prinz Eugen successfully slipped 

away undetected at 1814 that evening.   

Later that evening at 2340 Bismarck was hit on the starboard side amidships by a torpedo delivered 

from a Swordfish flying from HMS Victorious.  The torpedo detonated on the main armour belt and likely 

displaced it inboard somewhat, one crew member was killed. Shock enlarged the cracks in the port 

boiler room and it gradually flooded reducing speed to 20 knots.  While taking evasive action, gunfire 
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was exchanged again with Prince of Wales when the two ships came within visual range of each other, 

no damage was done to either ship.   

Very early in the morning of May 25, Bismarck broke contact by turning sharply to the west and making 

a large circle to the east and crossing behind her pursuers before settling on a course at 20 knots directly 

for France.  By 0930 that morning 46 British ships were in the hunt frantically trying to regain contact 

but to no avail. Bismarck had escaped.   

All that day and into the next, Bismarck made good progress towards France while the heavy units of the 

British fleet fell further behind.  In the afternoon of May 25, several hundred tons of fuel was recovered 

from the forward tanks, giving a valuable reserve in case of further action.   

At 1030 on the morning of May 26, a Catalina from Northern Ireland spotted Bismarck 690 miles north-

west of Brest, France.  All hope of stopping her lay with the aircraft carrier HMS Ark Royal, currently to 

the northwest of Bismarck.  At 1154 a Swordfish from Ark Royal succeeded in making contact with the 

fleeing Bismarck; the cruiser HMS Sheffield was detached from Ark Royal’s screen to close with Bismarck 

and resume shadowing.  An airstrike of 15 Swordfish was launched from Ark Royal at 1500 but due to a 

mix-up, the aircraft actually attacked Sheffield instead, fortunately no hits were scored.  More 

importantly, the magnetic pistols fitted to the torpedo warheads malfunctioned and exploded when the 

torpedoes hit the water.  

A second strike of 15 Swordfish, with contact pistols on the torpedoes this time, was launched in 

appalling conditions from Ark Royal at 2000; it would be the last chance to slow the German battleship.  

At 2047 two of the Swordfish scored hits.  The first was amidships on the port side, the torpedo defense 

system limited damage to the port propeller shaft alley and minor flooding in the port engine room.  The 

second torpedo detonated under the after steering compartment, flooding both steering 

compartments, wrecking the port coupling to the steering gear and jamming the rudders to port (the 2% 

probability hit).  Despite frantic attempts, the damage was not repairable. Eventually the starboard 

rudder was disengaged but it was not possible to free the port rudder.  Bismarck was helplessly forced 

into a northwesterly course, straight at the pursuing British heavy ships.   

In the immediate aftermath of the torpedo hits, HMS Sheffield was sighted and taken under fire; three 

of her crew were killed by splinters before the cruiser was able to escape.  At 2115 Admiral Lütjens 

radioed that the ship was maneuverable and that they would fight to the last shell. From 2238 until 

0640 the next morning Bismarck came under attack by the destroyers Cossack, Maori, Piorun, Sikh, and 

Zulu who collectively fired sixteen torpedoes with no hits.  Their dogged pursuit kept Bismarck’s crew 

awake through the night and contributed to the sense of hopelessness that now swept the ship.  

At 0815 HMS King George V and HMS Rodney were in sight off the port bow. Both British battleships 

opened fire at 0847 from 16,900 yards, Bismarck replied two minutes later obtaining a straddle on 

Rodney.  That was as good as she could do, unable to maneuver or steer a reliable course her gunnery 

accuracy quickly fell off and she was pounded to wreckage by the British battleships. HMS Norfolk joined 

in and knocked out the forward fire control director putting an end to centralized fire control.   
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At 0920 both forward turrets were disabled by hits, all main battery fire ceased at 0931.  At ranges down 

to 2,600 yards the British battleships continued to fire, but by now all they were doing was ‘re-arranging 

the wreckage’.  At such close ranges, the British shells were not able to readily penetrate the lower 

armour belt due to their flat trajectory or have enough of a striking angle to penetrate the armoured 

decks, but the upper armour belt was pulverized with major damage to the superstructure.  

Approximately 300 to 400 shells hit out of the 2,876 total fired.   

Aboard Bismarck, orders to scuttle were given at 1000.  Rodney ceased fire at 1014, King George V at 

1022; Bismarck was by then aflame from stem to stern.  The cruiser HMS Dorsetshire fired two 

torpedoes into the wallowing wreck at 1020, and a third at 1030.  Bismarck’s stern broke off and she 

capsized to port and sank at 1036, ending her fighting career only 6 days after she left Norway; only 115 

crew members were saved from a total crew of close to 2,100.  Prinz Eugen arrived in Brest on June 1 

having accomplished nothing on her short raiding cruise.  

Bismarck’s wreck was found by Dr. Robert Ballard in 15,700 feet of water in June 1989.  The ship had 

landed right-side up on the slope of an underwater volcano and slid wildly downhill before coming to 

rest.  The main turrets fell out of the ship as she capsized and the superstructure is mostly gone, but the 

hull is remarkably intact although bearing the scars of the many hits suffered in the final battle.  It is a 

final irony that the four ships that participated in the Battle of the Denmark Strait still exist, Hood 

broken apart and strewn across the ocean floor at the battle site, Bismarck sitting upright south of 

Ireland and west of France, Prinz Eugen upside down at Kwajalein Atoll, and Prince of Wales upside 

down off the coast of Malaya.   

The Kit: 

This features Bismarck as she appeared in May 1941 during Operation Rheinübung.     

Packaging: 

The kit comes in a large well-constructed box featuring a painting of Bismarck firing a broadside against 

HMS Prince of Wales and HMS Hood in the Denmark Strait on May 24, 1941.    On the side of the box are 

pictures of the kits of HMS Lance and the upcoming Königsberg.    

Each of the sprues is sealed in plastic bags.  There is also a large full colour card featuring the box art on 

one side and a ship’s history with general characteristics on the reverse.     

The kit comprises 609 parts on 40 sprues and a single photo-etch piece; all plastic parts are moulded in 

medium grey.  The upper hull, lower hull, waterline plate, main deck, funnel, forward tower decks, and 

after superstructure decks are separate pieces not attached to any sprue.    
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----- Box Art ----- 
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----- Box Contents ----- 
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----- Front and Rear of included card ----- 

Hull: 

The one piece hull is 359mm long which scales out perfectly to the actual overall length of 823.5ft.  A 

lower hull and a waterline base plate and weight are supplied giving the modeller the option to build 

either a full hull or a waterline version.  There are no stands included so those wishing to build the full 

hull version will need to come up with some arrangement to display the completed model.   

The lower hull itself has finely molded bilge keels, propeller skegs, boiler room intakes with screens, and 

the horseshoe shaped S-Gerät hydrophone array. Rudders and propellers are separate pieces.  Raised 

tabs will ensure a precise fit to the upper hull. 
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The upper hull has the very pronounced flare and sheer of the Atlantic bow, fairleads, and the cut-out 

for the stern anchor on the port side.  The side armour belt and the anchor hawse openings are crisply 

defined and the portholes all have rigols (‘eyebrows’).   

  

 

----- Upper and lower hulls ----- 

Main Deck: 

The main deck is one large piece featuring impressive detail with individual deck planks, cable reels, 

boat skids, anchor chains, and hatches.  The breakwaters, capstans, and larger hatches are separate 

pieces.  The deck and waterline plate are enclosed with cardboard to protect the extreme ends of each 

piece.  

 

----- Main deck and waterline hull plate ----- 
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Superstructure: 

Six decks make up the forward superstructure; three make up the after superstructure.  Six of these 

deck pieces are not attached to any sprue preventing them from suffering any damage from sprue 

cutters.  The bulkheads are moulded with the decks, greatly simplifying assembly.  Each deck piece has 

immense moulded-in detail:  deck planks, linoleum decking, non-skid surfaces, lockers, portholes, 

hatches, ladders, intake vents, bulwarks, bracing on the undersides, slots and raised edges for attaching 

other pieces.  The single piece funnel is hollow and features vents, ladders, and pipes; the cap is a 

separate piece which features a grill and drilled out exhausts around its rim.    

Each deck piece has many smaller fittings; the main bridge deck has 18 pieces.  The forward AA directors 

with the characteristic domes are composed of 4 pieces each; the pair on the after superstructure do 

not have the domed covers but feature the open rangefinders instead. Each hangar has boat chocks on 

the roof and a door.  The top of the armoured conning tower has raised bolt heads.  

 

----- Lowermost forward and after superstructure decks ----- 
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----- Superstructure decks, conning tower roof, hangars, AA directors ----- 

 

----- Dry-fitting of first two deck levels, showing the amount of detail present ----- 

Weapons: 

Each 15in turret consists of four pieces: floor, gun-house, and rangefinder extensions; Bruno turret does 

not have the rangefinder pieces.  Each turret has raised rivets and ladders, and there is a choice of gun 

barrels – with or without blast bags.  Each type of gun barrel has a drilled out muzzle.  

The 5.9in turrets are also composed of four pieces: floor, gun-house, and rangefinder extensions; four of 

the turrets do not have the rangefinder pieces. Each turret also has raised detail and a choice of gun 

barrels with or without blast bags, the muzzles are drilled out on both types of gun barrel. 
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The 4.1in AA guns are each made up of three pieces – gun barrels, mounting, and floor.  There are also 

twin 37mm guns (3 parts), quad 20mm guns (3 parts), and single 20mm guns, each featuring raised 

detail.    

 

 

----- 15in turrets and gun barrels ----- 
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----- 5.9in turrets and gun barrels ----- 
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----- 4.1in AA guns ----- 

Boats and fittings: 

There are seven open boats and six motor launches, each one features deck planks.  The large motor 

launches consist of two pieces.   

There are many smaller fittings, every piece of which is incredibly detailed.  The capstans have separate 

tops, paravanes have detailed bodies, ammunition lockers have doors and hinges, cable reels have 

wound cable, the large amidships crane are made from six pieces, the radar arrays have detailed fronts, 

main directors have raised detail, searchlights have shutters, the searchlight covers have raised ridges, 
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and there are lattice boat cranes fitted to the rear of the funnel. The catapult is made from two pieces 

both with raised detail and mechanism wheels.  

   

----- Boats ----- 
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----- Boats, light AA, cable reels, catapult, and fittings ----- 
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----- Crane booms, cranes, searchlight covers, anchors, and fittings ----- 
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----- Rafts, cable reels, light AA ----- 
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-----Searchlights and directors ----- 

Masts: 

The foremast is a single piece with the yard moulded in place; a connecting brace attaches to the control 

tower.  The mainmast is made up of 4 parts with the yards also moulded in place.  Both masts have 

raised detail and are extremely thin and can be used as is without resorting to replacements built from 

rod.     
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----- Masts, underwater fittings, breakwater, funnel cap, and other fittings ----- 

Aircraft: 

Two Ar-196 are included for fitting on the catapult and can be assembled with wings folded or unfolded.   

Each consists of ten parts:  fuselage, tailplane, wing, canopy, engine, propeller, float struts, and floats. 

The wings, tailplane, and fuselage rudder have raised panel lines; the canopy has raised framework.  
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----- Ar-196 ----- 

Decals: 

The very comprehensive decal sheet includes flags, aircraft recognition markings for the main deck, and 

markings for four different aircraft.  The recognition markings are of two types, with or without the red 

border.  In keeping in modern sensitivities the swastika is not printed on any of the markings, but pieces 

are included for the modeller to make one for each of the flags and recognition markings.    
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Photo-Etch:  

There is one piece of photo etch which is to be used for the middle of the catapult if desired. 

 

----- Decals, weight, and photo-etch ----- 

Instructions:  

The instructions come on two large, double sided full colour pages.  There are 17 assembly steps with 19 

sub-assemblies.  The assembly steps for the Ar-196 are shown separately.  

The instructions are very clear and comprehensive and also feature a drawing showing all the sprues and 

parts included. Flyhawk uses colour coding to assist with placement of smaller parts; this is a very good 

feature which takes out a lot of guess work.   
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----- Instructions ----- 
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Colour scheme: 

There is a full colour diagram of the two tone grey camouflage scheme worn by Bismarck during 

Operation Rheinübung with false bow wave, vestiges of the Baltic stripes along the waterline, and turret 

tops in dark blue-grey.  The distinctive Baltic scheme of stripes, bow and stern waves, and dark hull 

panels was painted over during the stop-over at Bergen on May 21.  Colour references are for the Mr. 

Hobby, Tamiya, and WEM Colourcoats paint ranges.   

There are also full colour diagrams for the Ar-196.   
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----- Colour schemes ----- 
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Overall Impression: 

Flyhawk has produced another winner with this kit – while there are many Bismarck kits available this is 

the one to build.  Immensely detailed and well-engineered, this kit sets a new standard and should 

prove to be a straight-forward build with little need for gap filling or sanding.  The single piece hollow 

funnel with its complex curves and moulded on detail shows just how far Flyhawk has pushed the state 

of the art with this kit.   

The plastic pieces stand up to rough handling, bending rather than breaking, and the main 

superstructure parts that aren’t provided as separate pieces will easily detach from their sprues.   

The instructions are very comprehensive and the use of colour coding will ease the assembly of the 

smaller parts.  Modellers who aren’t comfortable with small parts can simply leave them off; the overall 

amount of detail will still provide an impressive finished model.  Don’t let the box full of parts dissuade 

you!  

It is also very accurate, matching up very well with the drawings and photos in my various reference 

books, right down to the lack of rangefinders on Bruno turret and four of the 5.9in turrets.    

The only item that modellers may consider would be anchor chain.   

This is a highly recommended kit, the first German battleship produced by Flyhawk and it will make a 

splendid addition to any collection.  Congratulations once again to Flyhawk for providing such a well-

researched and well-engineered kit.     
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